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These are not the best of times for the United States

of America. Nor is the best of times for the rest of

the world that has to necessarily deal with the US. It is

immaterial what the other countries think of the new

tenant in the White House. The world is slowly coming

to the realisation that a predictable despot may be

better to deal with than an unpredictable saint. In all

fairness, however, one has to admit that, unlike normal

politicians, all that Trump has done is to actually keep

his campaign promises. He has not done anything that

had not been promised by him during his campaign.

Only, the world had chosen to dismiss his promises or

threats, depending on how you see it, as sheer

campaign rhetoric. People across the globe are used

only to politicians who promise something before the

elections only break them after. Here is a new American

President bent on keeping his promises and lo, his

country and the world are not ready to believe him. In

the process the new President of the most powerful

nation on earth is out to redefine the new world order

by focusing inwards. Trump on his part is out to redefine

the role of America in the world order or he is out to

usher in a new world order itself. The first codified world

order known as the Westphalian System was based

on 'the political sovereignty in the principle of

international law that each nation state has sovereignty

over its territory and domestic affairs, to the exclusion

of all external powers, on the principle of non-

interference in another country's domestic affairs, and

that each state (no matter how large or small) is equal

in international law'. Critics of the US had always taken

pains to point out that the US is one country that always

had interfered covertly or otherwise in the internal

affairs of other nation states contrary to the above

principles. It was Franklin D Roosevelt, the 32nd

President of the US who subtly modified the earlier

Westphalian model through more and continuous

interactions among countries post World War II

FROM THE DESK OF THE CHAIRMAN

primarily to prevent another world war from happening.

He also foresaw huge benefits accruing to America in

a better integrated world collectively becoming

prosperous. The essence of this view of the world held

firm by successive American Presidents had stood the

test of time - at least till now. If Donald Trump has his

way, he would reverse this long held world view on

the part of the US. Even as reverses this view, Trump

would also end up bringing his country closer to the

Westphalian model in spirit by not intimately interacting,

and by implication, interfering in the affairs of other

nations. Trump is likely to be more transactional in his

strategies while dealing with the rest of the world. He

is content with leading his nation and not the world.

He does not appear to be fascinated with the prospect

of being called the leader of the free world. He seems

to know his business that is called The USA Inc.

Unfortunately, sweeping changes in national policies

cause huge repercussions leading to unintended

consequences at times. The other day when Srinivas

Kuchibhotla, an Indian engineer in Kansas City was

shot dead at point-blank range by a white American it

is clear that somewhere things are going horribly

wrong. Based on eye-witness accounts this obviously

was a hate crime. However, neither the US President

nor the US government is willing or wanting to admit

to this being a hate crime. In fact the President has

not even condemned this incident as of our going to

press. This is a grave act of omission on the part of

Trump, as in the absence of a strong condemnation of

such incidents the signal that would go out would be

that such crimes have the tacit support of the powers

that be. More often than not, the Indian immigrant

community abroad normally is a mute witness to

whatever happens all round in his community without

feeling compelled to interfere even when a token

gesture of protest may be called for. That is the desi

profile of those who work overseas, by and large. Like
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Hindu rate of growth in economics we have our very

own Hindu state of peace. We are pacifists by nature

and we do not expect something like this to happen to

us. Probably this leads to a 'this-can't-happen-to-me'

attitude. Not anymore. Indians being intellectual

supremacists (exhibited or otherwise) are not helping

matters (unwittingly or otherwise). The Trump

Administration's xenophobia has only helped the racial

genie that has come out of the bottle to roam free

spawning a kind of permissiveness that could be

dangerous. It is time we also perceive the threats and

be prepared. The world has changed, perhaps not for

the better. My heart goes out to those who suffered in

this incident.

The fault lines of Democracy were visible for all to see

closer home in Tamil Nadu when the elected found

themselves in the opposite side of the electors. When

Shashikala Natarajan, essentially a self-appointed

courtier and a confidante of the deceased Chief

Minister Jayalalithaa usurped State power the people

of the State appeared to rise in revolt; but to no avail.

Shashikala grabbed power but was grabbed in turn by

the law when the Supreme Court sent her packing to

jail in a disproportionate asset case where she was an

accused along with Jayalalithaa. Even the vociferous

protests staged by the people of the State, acquired

from a new found confidence post the Jallikattu

protests, did not help to persuade the elected

representatives to see reason lured, as they were, by

lucre and lust for power. Obama once said famously

that Democracy may have its weaknesses but it still is

the best form of governance because there is nothing

better known to man. It is time Democracy gets a

makeover for its own survival.

In 380 A D, Plato, the great Greek philosopher who

lived in the city-state of Athens wrote in his treatise

"The Republic" thus "States are as the men are; they

grow out of human characters - like state, like man".

He so presciently gives insights into human behavior

which is amazingly similar to what is happening today.

Plato described a government going through five

stages, viz., Aristocracy - rule of the capable and

virtuous to Timocracy - rule of the famous who love to

be honoured to Oligarchy - rule by a clique of insiders

to Democracy - rule by the people. He also postulates

that Democracy without the virtue and self-control ends

up in chaos out of which a tyrant arises. Has the most

powerful country known to man that practices

Democracy just crossed the penultimate threshold

above? While on the subject of Democracy it is

interesting to quote from an interesting book released

recently titled "Against Democracy" wherein the author

Jason Brennan argues that "democracy should be

judged by its results and the results are not good

enough. Just as defendants have a right to fair trial,

citizens have a right to competent government. But

democracy is the rule of the ignorant and the irrational,

and it all too often falls short. Furthermore, no one has

a fundamental right to any share of political power,

and exercising political power does most of us little

good. On the contrary, a wide range of social science

research shows that political participation and

democratic deliberation actually tend to make people

worse - more irrational, biased, and mean. Given this

grim picture, Brennan argues that a new system of

government - epistocracy, the rule of the

knowledgeable may be better than democracy, and

that it's time to experiment and find out." This is one

argument we get to hear in India so too often and

dubbed promptly as anti-Democratic and hence worthy

of dumping.

Narayana Murthy recently went on record to say

something about the predicament the Indian IT industry

is finding itself with Trump proposing to curtail H-1B

Visas for Indian techies. According to him the Indian

companies ought to have been recruiting local talent

in every country they operate in instead of looking for

Visas to send local talent overseas. Sane advice

indeed. Unfortunately, the advice lacks credibility as

he was in a position to do exactly that when he was at

the helm at Infosys but chose not to. The primary

reason was that he wanted to take advantage of the

labour arbitrage instead of leveraging technology. His

business model was based on the recruitment of young

Indian engineers to do low skill jobs in the US in the

hope of getting permanent residences there. If this

advice were to be coming from a TINA (There Is No

Alternate) syndrome because of Trump, I have no

quarrel. Coming, as it does, from the platform of

pretended idealism it sounds more like a sermon from

the corporate pulpit. In a country with more dodgers

and less doers one can do without this kind of

hypocrisy.

Not too long ago Infosys was the poster boy for
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corporate governance in India. Unfortunately they

found it difficult to hold on to that exalted position for

long with its Founder and Chairman Narayana Murthy

making a come-back to head the company with his

son in tow. Just as the people were starting to forget

this unprecedented progress in reverse gear the

company has once again waded into another

controversy. The founders of the company are

questioning the corporate wisdom and governance of

the Board of Directors of the company. This face off

raises important issues, in that it throws up the question

of whether the ownership of capital bestows on the

founders the ownership of the company's culture as

well. Having divested the management of the company

to external professionals the founders now find that

the culture of their company is changing systematically

under the new dispensation from what it used to be or

what they would want it to be. One thing is certain

despite the temporary truce called between the

founders and the Board. The battle may be over for

now but not the war, for what is at stake is the soul of

one of India's most valuable companies. Moreover,

what happens at Infosys would also give us a clue of

how such a contentious issue could get addressed in

the Indian corporate world particularly since a similar

issue came to be discussed in the Tata - Mistry faceoff

as well. In both these cases the fundamental issue at

sake was the core values of these corporate entities.

The jury is still out to judge who gets to own the culture

of the organisation and who gets the right to change it.

Staying with the issue of corporate governance, there

is this less talked about angle that had surfaced during

these two corporate battles. The Mutual Funds hold

huge stakes in large companies. They do not appear

to be prepared for their responses in such corporate

battles as was evident from the reactions coming from

these Fund Houses. With increasing focus on their

responses and ever increasing media scrutiny these

entities would be expected to state the basis on which

they take sides in such battles. Their votes are crucial

from a governance point of view though their focus

may only be from a purely monetary point of view and

even short term. As of now their default state appears

to be to back the existing promoters if one goes by the

voting patterns of the Fund Houses in recent times.

As their roles take centre stage in such battles they

are better advised to get swayed with governance

concerns and not act just like what the hedge funds

normally do.

In the recently concluded elections to the local bodies

in Maharashtra the ruling BJP did remarkably well. With

this many an analyst has rushed to write off the

Congress that failed miserably at the hustings. Such a

conclusion could be a mistake. The Indian National

Congress will be a factor to be reckoned with, if not a

force, depending on who leads the Party in the near

future. A political Party is as good as its leadership

and in India with our feudal mindset it is only as good

as its leadership. The Congress has an organisation

and a legacy that would linger for a long time to come

and in the case of poor governance by the present

ruling dispensation the electorate would go back to

the GOP with a feeling that it has taught that Party in

asking them to sit it out of power for some time.

However, a revival can happen only if the present

leadership undergoes a change and the Party learns

not only from what it had done wrong but also what

did the BJP do right. Being out of power could force

the cadres to clamour for changes in the Party

hierarchy. That is what the present leadership of

Congress should be worried about. One only hopes

that the erstwhile natural Party of governance does

not undermine the need for a viable Party of

Opposition.

After having written so much, at times even

philosophically, about Trump and his country I need

to say one more fact before signing off. Trump's ever

controversial advisor Kellyanne Conway had this to

say about Trump's claim of record crowds at his

inauguration. She said Trump's figures were alternate

facts. I am still trying to figure out how different facts

could simultaneously exist, alternate or otherwise,

when as the saying goes, facts are facts. In these days

of Trump I will need to change my constant refrain of

saying that the world has changed. The world has not

changed. I now live in an alternate world.

Thank you.

Venkat R. Venkitachalam
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CUSTOMS

Notifications:

Tariff:

No new notifications

Non-Tariff:

• Powers of the Customs Officer of the rank

specified in column 2 are bestowed on the officer

in column 1 for the purpose of jurisdiction specified

in Notification No. 77/2014-Customs (N.T.), dated

the 16th September, 2014:

Customs Officer
Rank of the Customs Officer whose

powers is to be exercised

(1) (2)

The Principal Commissioner who has been given the

additional charge of Chief Commissioner vide Office Order

of the Central Board of Excise and Customs No. 123/2016

dated the 17th October, 2016.

The Chief Commissioner.

[Notification No. 10/2017 dated 08th February, 2017].

Sl. Chapter/ heading/ Description Tariff value (US $
No. sub-heading/tariff item of goods Per Metric Tonne)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

1 1511 10 00 Crude Palm Oil 814

2 1511 90 10 RBD Palm Oil 819

3 1511 90 90 Others - Palm Oil 817

4 1511 10 00 Crude Palmolein 820

5 1511 90 20 RBD Palmolein 823

6 1511 90 90 Others - Palmolein 822

7 1507 10 00 Crude Soya bean Oil 847

8 7404 00 22 Brass Scrap (all grades) 3247

9 1207 91 00 Poppy seeds 2625

• Tariff Value of following Imported goods have been further amended as given below:

Sl. Chapter/ heading/ Description of Tariff value
No. sub-heading/tariff item goods (US $)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

1 71 or 98 Gold, in any form, in respect of which the benefit of 400 per 10 grams
entries at serial number 321 and 323 of
the Notification No. 12/2012-Customs

dated 17.03.2012 is availed

2 71 or 98 Silver, in any form, in respect of which the benefit of 583 per kilogram
entries at serial number 322 and 324 of the

Notification No. 12/2012-Customs
dated 17.03.2012 is availed
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Sr. Chapter/ heading/ Description of Tariff value US $

No. sub-heading / tariff item goods (Per Metric Tonne)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

1 80280 Areca nuts 2594

 [Notification No. 11/2017-Cus (NT), dated 15th February, 2017]

Anti-Dumping Duty:

• Anti-Dumping duty has been levied on "Hot-rolled

flat products of alloy or non-alloy steel'', (CH-7208,

7211, 7225 or 7226) originating in, or exported

from, China, Japan, Korea RP, Russia, Brazil and

Indonesia and imported into India. It shall be in

force w.e.f. 08th August 2016 to 07th January

2017 which has been extended till 06th March

2017 unless revoked superseded or amended

earlier. [Notification No. 05/2017-Cus (ADD),

dated 7th February, 2017].

• Anti-Dumping duty has been levied on "Cold-

Rolled flat products of alloy or non-alloy steel''

(CH-7209, 7211, 7225 and 7226) originating in,

or exported from, People's Republic of China,

Japan, Korea RP and Ukraine and imported into

India. It shall be in force w.e.f.17th August 2016

to 16th January 2017 which has been extended

till 15th March 2017 unless revoked superseded

or amended earlier. [Notification No. 06/2017-

Cus (ADD), dated 7th February, 2017].

• Anti-Dumping duty has been levied on "Seamless

tubes, pipes and hollow profiles of iron, alloy or

non-alloy steel (other than cast iron and stainless

steel), whether hot finished or cold drawn or cold

rolled of an external diameter not exceeding 355.6

mm or 14" OD'' (CH-7304) originating in, or

exported from, People's Republic of China

(hereinafter referred to as the 'subject country')

and imported into India from specified suppliers.

It shall be in force w.e.f. 17th May 2016 to 16th

May 2021 unless revoked superseded or

amended earlier. [Notification No. 07/2017-Cus

(ADD), dated 17th February, 2017].

Safeguards Duty:

• No New Notification

Circular:

• Board has amended the Customs (Fees for

Rendering Services by the Customs Officers)

Regulations, 1998 to provide that no fee i.e.

merchant overtime fee (MOT) shall be collected

in lieu of the services rendered by the customs

officers at 24x7 customs ports and airports. Thus,

as on date no MOT charges are required to be

collected in respect of the services provided by

the customs officers at 24x7 customs ports and

airports. It is further clarified that no MOT charges

would be collected at CFSs attached exclusively

to 24x7 ports in lieu of services rendered within

the CFS since the activities undertaken at these

CFs are merely an extension of the clearance at

the port. [Circular No. 04/2017 dated 16th

February, 2017].

Instructions:

• Instructions has been issued w.r.t. passing of

order under section 110 of the Customs Act,

1962:

As per section 110 of customs if the proper has

reason to believe that any goods are liable to

confiscation under this Act, he may seize such

goods. It is also provided that where it is not

practicable to seize any such goods, the proper

officer may serve on the owner of the goods an

order that he shall not remove, part with, or

otherwise deal with the goods except with the

previous permissions of such offer. It has been

observed that the goods are being held up / seized

merely on basis of Panchnama without passing

appropriate order. Following instructions are

therefore to be followed in connection with seizure

of the goods:

i Whenever goods are being seized, in

addition to panchnama, the proper officer

must also pass an appropriate order (seizure
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memo/order etc.) clearly mentioning the

reasons to believe that the goods are liable

for confiscation.

i Where it is not practicable to seize any such

goods, the proper officer may serve on the

owner of the goods an order that he shall

not remove, part with, or otherwise deal with

the goods except with the previous

permission of such officer. In such cases,

Investigation should be fast-tracked to

expeditiously decide whether to place the

goods under the seizure or to release the

same to their owner.

i The Show Cause Notices to be issued within

prescribed time period under Section 110(2)

even if provisional release under Section

110A is allowed.

[Instruction 1/2017-Customs]

CENTRAL EXCISE:

Notifications:

Tariff:

• No New Notification.

Non-Tariff:

• No New Notification.

Circulars:

• Clarification is issued w.r.t. classification of few

products viz articles of paper and printing industry

as under to avoid disputes w.r.t. classification

taking into consideration the Classification Rules

and the Supreme Court Decision in case of

Holostick India Ltd vs Commissioner of Central

Excise 2004 (2015) (318) ELT 529 (SC):

[Circular 1052/01/2017-CX dated 23rd February, 2017]

Product Classification Reasoning

Railway / Bus / Other

Tickets / Passes
4911 Printing is not incidental to the primary use of these goods,

printing itself brings the goods into existence. Explanatory note

specifically covers this

Mark sheets / Certificates 4907 Printing gives essential character. On being issued by the

appropriate Authority, they have fiduciary value in excess of

the intrinsic value. Explanatory notes are important

OMR sheets 4911 Printing gives essential character. In view of explanatory note,

classifiable under 4911

Answer books with or

without OMR, answer

booklets and passbooks

4820 Printing is merely incidental. Intended for completion in

manuscript / typescript.

Inland Letter Cards 4911 Inland letter cards are printed with all details and require no

further printing except name and addresses.

Application forms 4911 Printing is not merely incidental

Practical notebook 4901 Notebook contains texts, questions and spaces for exercises.

Practical notebook which have merely questions followed by

blank spaces are classifiable under 4820

Paper outer strip seals 4911 Stickers having self-adhesive feature where printing brings the

product into existence. Printing is not merely incidental

Railway Receipts 4907 Printing is not incidental. These are not only continuous

stationery, but also a document of title
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• CAS-4 certificate w.r.t. cost of production of

captively consumed goods for a financial year

ending as on 31st March, wherever applicable, is

required to be obtained by 31st December of the

next financial year. Hence, CAS-4 certificate for

F.Y.2016-17 is required to be obtained by 31st

Dec 2017. [Instruction No.F.No.206/01 /2017-

CX 6, dated 16th February 2017]

LBT:
• No new notification.

SERVICE TAX

• Exemption on online information and database

access or retrieval services provided to charitable

trust / institutes by service provider located in a

non-taxable territory has been withdrawn.

[Notification No. 05/2017 ST dated 30th January

2017]

• Tax liability for the month of December, 2016 and

January 2017 is to be paid on or before 6th March

2017 w.r.t. online information and database

access or retrieval services provided by a person

located in non-taxable territory to a non-assessee

online recipient. In other words, the extension upto

6th March, 2017 is granted for discharge of liability

without interest. [Notification No. 06/2017 ST

dated 30th January 2017]

• Notification No. 07/2017 ST dated 2nd February

2017 - Covered in budget analysis of Bizsol

Update for the month of February, 2017 (Issue -

VI, Volume - XII) - Reproduced here for continuity

and easy reference: Following amendments are

made in Notification No. 27/2012 ST dated 20th

June 2012.

• Exemption on Services provided by the Indian

Institutes of Management (as per the guidelines

of the Central Government) to their students is

extended to any Post Graduate Programs (PGP)

in Management conducted by IIMs.

• Exemptions is provided to Services of life

insurance business provided or agreed to be

provided by the Army, Naval and Air Force Group

Insurance Funds to members of the Army, Navy

and Air Force, respectively, under the Group

Insurance Schemes.

• Exemption from service tax is being provided in

respect of the amount of viability gap funding

(VGF) payable to the selected airline operator for

the services of transport of passengers, with or

without accompanied belongings, by air,

embarking from or terminating in a Regional

Connectivity Scheme (RCS) airport, for a period

of one year from the date of commencement of

operations of the Regional Connectivity Scheme

(RCS) as notified by Ministry of Civil Aviation.

• The services by way of carrying out process which

amounting to manufacture or production of goods

has been shifted from negative list of services to

exemption notification.

• Retrospective exemption has been provided for

services provided by operators of common

effluent treatment plants by way of treatment of

effluent for the period 1st July 2012 to 31st March

2015. [Notification No. 08/2017 ST dated 20th

February 2017]

Circular:

• Instructions have been given to all Commission

rates to ensure that the details of minor heads

are included in the list of payment of refunds to

be issued to the Chief Controller of Accounts to

ensure proper accounting. [Circular No.

203/1/2017 ST dated 2nd February 2017]

• Taxability of services provided for transportation

of goods intended for transshipment to any

country outside India: - it has been clarified that

no service tax is leviable on services by way of

transportation of goods by a vessel from a place

outside India to the customs station in India if

provided for goods destined to any other country

other than India provided:

i the same is mentioned in the import manifest

or the import report as the case may be

i the goods are transhipped in accordance

with the provisions of the Customs Act, 1962

and rules made there under. [Circular No.

204/2/2017 ST dated 16th February 2017]

Instructions:

• No Instructions
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Sr.

No.

ITC HS

Code

Amended

Description

182 12119050,

44039920

Sandalwood in any form, except at Sr.no 183

to 187

Prohibited - Not

permitted to be

exported

No change

Existing

Restrictions

Change as per

amendment

FOREIGN TRADE POLICY

Notifications:
• Export policy of Sandal wood has been amended as under:

183 44140000,

44150000,

44190000,

44200000,

44219060,

44219090

Finished Handicraft products of

(a) Sandalwood

(b) Other Spices

Free - Subject to

provisions of CITES

It is free for Export

with no attached

conditions

184 44090000 Machine finished Sandalwood products Free for Export No change

185 33012937 Sandalwood Oil Free - Subject to

quantitative and

ceilings and

conditions as

notified by DGFT

from time to time

No change

186 12119050,

44013000
Sandalwood de-oiled Spent Dust Restricted - Export

permitted under

license Subject to

conditions as

notified by DGFT

from time to time

No change

187 12119050,

44039922

Other forms of sandal wood namely

(a) dust / flakes obtained as wood scrap / waste

after manufacturing process by manufacturer

exporter of value added sandalwood handicraft

products and machine finished sandalwood

products

(b) machine finished chips manufactured from

cracked portions of sandalwood billets

(c) powder obtained from wood scrap / waste after

manufacturing of handicraft products and

machine finished sandalwood products

(d) small pieces of sandalwood  obtained from

wood scrap / waste after manufacturing of

handicraft / machine finished sandalwood

products

(e) sandalwood powder produced from sandal-

wood scrap / waste

(f) any other item of sandalwood as may be

specified by DGFT in consultation with MoEF&

cc

Restricted - Export

permitted under

license Subject to

conditions as

notified by DGFT

from time to time

The Specified

categories for other

forms of Sandal-

wood are defined for

the purpose of clarity

[Notification No. 37/2015-20 dated 13th January 2017]
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• The list of Military stores requiring NOC from

Department of Defence Production for export

purpose has been amended excluding therefrom

Soft Skinned Vehicles [Notification No. 38/2015-

20 dated 17th February 2017]

• The facility for export and re-import of cut and

polished diamonds at zero duty for the purpose

of certification and grading has been extended to

the authorised offices / agencies in India of

laboratories mentioned under paragraph 4.74 of

Handbook of Procedures 2015-20 in addition to

the exporters having with annual export turnover

of Rs.5 crores for each of the last three years.

[Notification No. 39/2015-20 dated 22nd

February 2017]

• Exporter of gold / silver / platinum jewellery and

articles thereof who is availing CENVAT credit

facility on Precious metal (Gold, Silver and

Platinum) and exporting Gems and Jewellery

products under rebate, shall now be entitled to

replenishment of Precious metal subject to the

condition that inputs procured duty free are used

in the manufacture of dutiable goods in the factory

/ unit and the Sale / transfer of such duty free

Precious metal inputs shall not be allowed

[Notification No. 40/2015-20 dated 23 rd

February 2017]

PUBLIC NOTICES:

• The Product description for ITC HS 12119022

(Senna leaves and pods), 48045100 (Unbleached

kraft paper and paperboard weighing 225 g/m2

or more), 64039990 (other leather sandals) in the

MEIS table has been corrected which shall be

effective from the date these products were

included in the MEIS table. [Public Notice No.

55/2015-20 dated 30th Janurary 2017]

• Addition / Deletion of Import / Export Item -

Addition / deletion of Import / Export item in the

EPCG authorization shall be permitted by

Jurisdictional RA subject to the following:

i Authorisation is valid for import / export

i Justification is provided for seeking such

amendment

i There is Nexus of the Capital Goods with

the original export product

i Nexus certificate from independent

Chartered Engineer

Proof of dispatch through Third Party -

Whenever exports are made through a third party

by a manufacturer who is not registered with

Excise, submission of invoice containing details

of EPCG authorization would be sufficient

evidence / Proof for dispatch of the goods from

authorization holder's factory / premises to the

ultimate exporter / port of export. [Public Notice

No. 56/2015-20 dated 6th February 2017]

• Four pre-shipment inspection agencies viz M/s

CWM Survey & Inspection, M/s Global Maltitrade

Inc., USA, M/s SMV International Incorporation,

New Delhi and M/s Nectar Inspection Services

LLC, UAE have been added with their defined

locations and area of operations. [Public Notice

No. 57/2015-20 dated the 10th February 2017]

• Exporters with multiple categories of units shall submit their MEIS / SEIS applications to the Jurisdictional

RAs as specified below:

Jurisdiction of MEIS

Sr.No. Units Existing Amendment

IEC holders having units in DTAs/

EHTPs/BTPs/STPs or more than

one of these

DTA units - Jurisdictional RA of

DGFT as in Appendix 1A

EHTPs/BTPs/STPs - No clarity

DTA - No change

EHTPs/BTPs/STPs - Jurisdictional

RA of DGFT as in Appendix 1A

(i)

IEC holders having units in SEZs/

EOUs or both

Respective Development Com-

missioner of Special Economic

Zones (SEZs) as in Appendix 1A

No change(ii)

IEC holders having units both in

(i) & (ii) above

DTA - Jurisdictional RA of DGFT

as in Appendix 1A

SEZs/EOUs - Respective Devel-

opment Commissioner of Special

Economic Zones (SEZs) as in Ap-

pendix 1A

No change except for specific

clarity on applications by EHTPs/

BTPs/STPs

(iii)
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[Public Notice No. 58/2015-20 dated the 10/02/2017]

• Procedure for Amendment / modifications of IEC was revised in last month vide Public Notice No.54/2015-

2020 dated 11.01.2017. However, few changes have been notified as under:

Single application for all units to the

Development Commissioner of the

SEZ where it has achieved highest

Forex Earnings.

Jurisdiction for SEIS (Single application on annual basis)

Sr.No. Units Existing Amendment

IEC holders having units only in

DTAs

DTA units - Jurisdictional RA of

DGFT as in Appendix 1A

No change(i)

IEC holders having units only in

SEZs

Respective Development

Commissioner of Special

Economic Zones (SEZs) as in

Appendix 1A

No change(ii)

IEC holders having units in multiple

SEZs

Respective Development

Commissioner of Special

Economic Zones (SEZs) as in

Appendix 1A

(iii)

Single application for all different

units to the Jurisdictional RA of

DGFT as given in Appendix 1A

IEC holders having units both in

DTA and SEZs

DTA - Jurisdictional RA of DGFT

as in Appendix 1A

SEZs/EOUs - Respective

Development Commissioner of

Special Economic Zones (SEZs)

as in Appendix 1A

(iv)

Jurisdiction for SEIS (Single application on annual basis)

[Public Notice No. 59/2015-20 dated 21th February 2017]

Particulars Existing Provision Proposed Provision

Application involving shift in

jurisdictional RA

Application to concerned RA in

whose jurisdiction the applicant exists

Application to new RA in which

jurisdiction the applicant shifted

Procedure • Current RA will amend IEC and

intimate the new RA

• New RA will allow necessary

functions / benefits on new

address

• New RA will amend IEC and

intimate the Existing RA

• New RA will allow necessary

functions / benefits on new

address

TRADE NOTICES:
No new Trade notice issued in this week

INCOME TAX
• M/S Center for innovation & Applied Bio

processing (CIAB) is approved as Scientific

Research Association subject to conditions

specified in the approval and any payment made

to CIAB is eligible for weighted deduction of one

and one fourth times under Sec 35 of Income Tax

Act, 1961 from AY 2016-17 onwards in the

category of "Scientific Research Association"

subject to conditions specified. [Notification

7/2017 dated 31st January 2017]
• M/S Christian Medical College Vellore

Association, Vellore is approved as University /

college subject to conditions specified in the

approval and any payment made to M/S Christian

Medical College Vellore Association is eligible for

weighted deduction of one and one fourth times

under Sec 35 of Income Tax Act, 1961 from AY

2016-17 onwards in the category of "University,

College or other Institution" subject to conditions

specified. [Notification 8/2017 dated 31st Jan.
2017]
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• Common form Application is being introduced for

certain class of persons as notified by Central

Government and the Principle Director General

of Income Tax or Director General of Income Tax

(System) in connection with application for

Permanent Account Number (PAN), Tax

Deduction and Tax Collection Number (TDS &

TCS). The forms and formats along with

procedure for the same will be seperately

specified. [Notification 9/2017 dated 9th Feb
2017]

• Amendments are being made to the agreement

for "THE AVOIDANCE OF DOUBLE TAXATION

AND THE PREVENTION OF FISCAL EVASION

WITH RESPECT TO TAXES ON INCOME &

CAPITAL" entered into by The Government of

Republic of India &The Government of the State

of Israel and the same shall be effective from 19th

December, 2016. [Notification 10/2017 dated

14th Feb 2017]

• M/S Jawaharlal Institute of Postgraduate Medical

Education and Research, Pondicherry (JIPMER)

is approved as University / College for scientific

research subject to conditions specified in the

approval and any payment made to JIPMER is

eligible for weighted deduction under Sec 35 of

Income Tax Act, 1961 from AY 2016-17 onwards

in the category of "University, College or other

Institution" subject to conditions specified.

[Notification 11/2017 dated 17th Feb 2017]

• Notification No. 137 of 2003, dt. 23rd May, 2003

dealing withdisclosure of document / record /

information / computerised data received by a

public servant during discharge of his official

duties, has been retrospectively amended to

remove the ambiguity w.r.t the powers of officers

under Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999

/ officers as specified by notification in the Official

Gazette. [Notification 12/2017 dated 21st Feb
2017]

• Central Government notifies National Iranian Oil

Company as Foreign Company for the purpose

of claiming exemption u/s 10(48) of Income Tax

Act, 1961 w.r.t. income received under notified

agreement on account of sale of crude oil / any

other goods-services as notified by Central

Government. This is effective from 16th August,

2016. [Notification 13/2017 dated 23rd February

2017]

Income Tax Circular:
•  It is clarified that Place of Effective Management

(POEM) provisions shall not be applicable to a

company having turnover or gross receipts of

Rs.50 Crores or less in a financial year in line

with the Press Release dated 24th January, 2017

issued by Ministry of Finance. [Circular 8/2017
dated 23rd Feb 2017]

MVAT

Notification
• No new notification

Trade Circular

• State Sales Tax department has made updation

in SAP based system w.e.f. 19th December, 2016

which are having the following additional features

under the upgraded system:

a. Integration of payment gateway for payment

of fee or deposit or both along with

application of new registration

b. Online facility of application for amendment

or cancellation of registration certificate.

On account of above, if any applicant has made

the payment on or before 19th December, 2016,

but failed to file the application on or before 19th

December, 2016 or not received the registration

certificate by this date, then the applicant shall

be required to resubmit the application and pay

the fees through the integrated system. Refund

application needs to be made for fees paid

previously or alternatively, the same could be

adjusted against the tax payable for the financial

year 2016-17 as per the option of the applicant.

[TC 4T of 2017 dated 2nd February 2017]

COMPANY LAW

Notifications:
• No new notifications.

Circulars:

• The provisions of Section 391(2) of Companies

Act, 2013 w.r.t. closure of place of business of

foreign company in India have been made

effective from 15th Dec 2016. To remove the

ambiguity, it has been clarified that the provisions

of this section will apply only to those foreign

companies which have issued prospectus or

IDR's (India Depository Receipts) pursuant to

provisions of Chapter XXII of Companies Act,

2013. [General Circular No.01/2017 dated 22nd
February 2017].
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RBI
• With respect to Forward Rate Agreement (FRA)

and Interest Rate Swap (IRS), the RBI has

decided to withdraw the fortnightly return on FRA/

IRS from banks to Monetary Policy Department

with a copy to various RBI departments. However,

the existing procedure for reporting OTC Foreign

exchange and Interest Rate Derivative

transactions to the trade repository hosted by

CCIL shall continue. [RBI/2016-17/232

(FMRD.DIRD.13/14.01.019/2016-17) dated

February 16, 2017]

• With regard to Foreign Exchange Management

Act, 1999 (FEMA) Foreign Exchange

(Compounding Proceedings) Rules, 2000 (the

Rules) - Compounding of Contraventions under

FEMA, 1999, for delay in filing the Annual Return

on Foreign Liabilities and Assets (FLA return) by

all Indian companies which have received Foreign

Direct Investment in the previous year(s) including

the current year, the RBI has decided to delegate

the powers to compound the contraventions to

all Regional Offices (except Kochi and Panaji)

without any limit on the amount of contravention.

Kochi and Panaji Regional offices can compound

the above contraventions for amount of

contravention below Rs.1 Crore only. The

contraventions of Rs.1 Crore or more under the

jurisdiction of Kochi and Panaji Regional Offices

will continue to be compounded at Central Office

as hitherto. For all other contraventions,

applications may continue to be submitted to

Foreign Exchange Department of RBI. [RBI/2016-

17/220 (A.P. (DIR Series) Circular No. 29) dated

February 02, 2017]

• With respect to clause (h) of sub-section (2) of

Section 47 of FEMA, 1999 (Act 42 of 1999), in

addition to hedging Rupee currency risk through

OTC transactions with AD banks, the RBI has

decided to allow NRIs access to the exchange

traded currency derivatives market to hedge the

currency risk arising out of their investments in

India under FEMA, 1999 as per the following

terms and conditions:

i. NRIs shall designate an AD Category-I bank

for the purpose of monitoring and reporting

their combined positions in the OTC and

ETCD segments.

ii. NRIs may take positions in the currency

futures/exchange traded options market to

hedge the currency risk on the market value

of their permissible (under FEMA, 1999)

Rupee investments in debt and equity and

dividend due and balances held in NRE

accounts.

iii. The exchange/clearing corporation will

provide details of all transactions of the NRI

to the designated bank.

iv. The designated bank will consolidate the

positions of the NRI on the exchanges as

well as the OTC derivative contracts booked

with them and with other AD banks. The

designated bank shall monitor the aggregate

positions and ensure the existence of

underlying Rupee currency risk and bring

transgressions, if any, to the notice of RBI/

SEBI.

v. The onus of ensuring the existence of the

underlying exposure shall rest with the NRI

concerned. If the magnitude of exposure

through the hedge transactions exceeds the

magnitude of underlying exposure, the

concerned NRI shall be liable to such penal

action as may be taken by Reserve Bank of

India under the Foreign Exchange

Management Act (FEMA), 1999.

[RBI/2016-17/221 (A.P. (DIR Series) Circular

No. 30) dated February 2, 2017]
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FX Updates

USD/INR ($)

The Indian Rupee unexpectedly appreciated in February 2017 due to increased FII inflows into domestic equities.

The INR touched a high of 66.64 levels on the back of improved global risk-appetite. The US Dollar fell as US

President Trump's administrations failed to disclosebusiness policies and tax reforms. US Fed Chair Janet Yellen

hinted at a lesser hawkish stance towards increasing interest-rates in the March meeting due to disappointing US

economic data. The local currency is likely to appreciate ahead of the outcome of Trump's speech in the coming

week.

EUR/INR (   )

The EUR fell strongly against a basket of major currencies due to increased geo-political uncertainty in global

financial markets. The Euroalso traded lower ahead of the French elections. However, the common currency

managed to trade above parity on the back of stronger-than-expected German Flash Manufacturing and Services

PMI data. Investor-sentiment improved as German Ifo Business Climate data came stronger. However, due to

increased uncertainty in global financial markets the EUR is likely to trade subdued.

GBP/INR (£)

The British Pound continued to weaken on the back of weaker-than-expected UK Construction data and Services

PMI data. The BoE kept interest-rates unchanged in their policy meeting due to uncertain global economic condition.

Lower-than-expected British Retail Sales data further added pressure on the Pound. However, the Sterling could

limit its losses against the USD ahead of US President Donald Trump's speech later this week. The British Pound

is likely to remain under pressure due to reports of a possible push for a fresh Scottish independence vote.

JPY/INR (¥)

The JPY traded mixed against the US Dollar on the back of uncertain global economic condition.The US Dollar

gained in early Asian trade after Trump-Abe meet. US President Trump set aside tough campaign rhetoric over

security and jobs in a meeting with Japanese PM Shinzo Abe.Japanese PM Abe said that he agreed with US

President Trump that currency issues should be left for finance leaders of each country to discuss.The BoJ

officials said that there were no plans to offer clear guidance.The Yen could weaken intraday asthe Tankan

survey highlighted that Japanese business sentiment remained mixed.

Tenure USD/INR EUR/INR GBP/INR JPY/INR

Current Levels (27/02/2017) 66.70 70.46 82.92 0.5948

1 Week 66.30-67.10 70.40-71.20 82.50-83.30 0.5820-0.5940

2 Weeks 66.50-67.20 70.80-71.50 82.20-82.50 0.5880-0.5970

4 Weeks 67.10-67.80 71.20-71.80 81.50-82.50 0.5950-0.6080

Key Economic Indicators

Date Currency Event Forecast Previous

01-03-2017 GBP Manufacturing PMI 55.7 55.9

01-03-2017 USD ISM Manufacturing PMI 56.1 56.0

01-03-2017 INR Nikkei Manufacturing PMI 50.2 50.4

03-03-2017 USD Fed Chair Yellen Speaks - -

09-03-2017 EUR ECB Press Conference - -

13-03-2017 INR Inflation Rate 3.14% 3.17%

15-03-2017 USD FOMC Economic Projections - -

16-03-2017 USD FOMC Press Conference - -

16-03-2017 JPY BOJ Policy Rate - -

16-03-2017 GBP Monetary Policy Statement - -

21-03-2017 GBP CPI - -

24-03-2017 USD Unemployment Claims - -

27-03-2017 USD German Ifo Business Climate - -
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CBEC Notified Exchange Rate for Conversion of Foreign Currency w. e. f,

3rd February, 2017 [Notification No.12/2017-Customs (N.T)

Dated 17th February, 2017]

SCHEDULE - I

S.No. Foreign Currency

Rate of exchange of one unit of foreign currency

equivalent to Indian rupees

(For Imported Goods) (For Export Goods)

1 Australian Dollar 52.60 50.80

2 Bahrain Dinar 184.05 171.75

3 Canadian Dollar 52.10 50.50

4 Danish Kroner 9.75 9.40

5 EURO 72.45 71.70

6 Hong Kong Dollar 8.80 8.60

7 Kuwait Dinar 229.05 214.35

8 New Zealand Dollar 49.35 47.50

9 Norwegian Kroner 8.20 7.90

10 Pound Sterling 85.00 82.05

11 Singapore Dollar 47.95 46.50

12 South African Rand 5.35 5.00

13 Saudi Arabian Riyal 18.45 17.30

14 Swedish Kroner 7.65 7.40

15 Swiss Franc 67.85 65.70

16 UAE Dirham 18.85 17.65

17 US Dollar 67.85 66.15

18 Chinese Yuan 9.95 9.60

19 Qatari Riyal 18.95 17.90

S.No. Foreign Currency

Rate of exchange of 100 units of foreign currency

equivalent to Indian rupees

(For Imported Goods) (For Export Goods)

1 Japanese Yen 59.85 57.90

2 Kenya Shilling 66.90 62.55

SCHEDULE-II
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CUSTOMS
v Valuation (Customs): Equipment and machine

directly purchased by licensee and is not

connected with technical know-how purchased by

assesee. Thus, it was held that technical know-

how fees need not be added in value of imports.

[2017-(346) E.L.T. 292 (Tri.- Mum)]

v Refund claim: Assessee filed refund claim vide

letter dated 16/11/2005 which was rejected by

Assistant Commissioner on the ground that the

assessment of bill of entry has not been

challenged by assessee. It was held by the

tribunal that letter dated 16/11/2005 is a simple

letter requesting refund of Customs duty and there

is no request for re-assessment whatsoever.

Since original assessment has not been

challenged by importer, refund cannot be granted.

Revenue appeal allowed. [2017-TIOL-501-

CESTAT-MUM].

v SCN to extend the Seizure u/s 110 of Custom

Act: Show Cause Notice seeking extension

beyond six months for issuing seizure SCN not

merely formality but a statutory right of effected

party who can contest such extension. This period

extendable only when sufficient cause is shown.

Non issuance of SCN within six months, Petitioner

is entitled to get goods release of goods subject

to payment of admitted duties. However,

departmental right to issue SCN proposing

additional duty and imposing penalty, not infringed

by this release. [2017(346) ELT 106 (Mad.)]

v Custom Valuation. Sole basis for enhancement

of value by 20% over and above the declared

invoice value is that foreign collaborator is holding

50% equity in the assessee's company. Tribunal

in the case of Modi Senator (I) Pvt.Ltd. which was

upheld by the Supreme Court, held that merely

because Foreign and Indian Company are having

50-50 percent equity in the Indian entity, it does

not fall under the definition of related person as

provided under Rule 2(2) of the Customs

Valuation Rules, 1988 in the absence of any other

evidence, it is not established that the assessee

and foreign collaborator are related person.

Impugned order was set aside. [2017-TIOL-517-

CESTAT-MUM]

CENTRAL EXCISE
v Interest liability in case of Refund: Revenue's

interest liability starts on and from expiry of three

months from date of making refund application. It

is not limited to expiry of period of three months

from date on which refund is made as per Section

11BB of Central Excise Act, 1944. [2017 (345)

E.L.T. 619 (Cal.)]

v CENVAT credit on basis of Debit Notes:

Assessee availed the CENVAT credit on the basis

of debit notes received from service provider.

Debit notes containing all requisite information as

prescribed under Rule 9(1) of CENVAT Credit

Rules, 2004 and to be considered on par with

invoices therefore credit cannot be denied. [2017

(346) E.L.T. 142 (Tri. - Del)]

v Suo motu credit: Assessee did self-book

adjustment after intimating the department in

writing and informing that it was permitted to do

so by Assistant Commissioner during personal

discussion. It was held that there is no reason to

direct assessee to deposit any part of demand or

penalty imposed. [2017 (346) E.L.T. 296 (Tri-

Chan.)]

v CENVAT Credit: Irregularly availed credit on

inward transportation of inputs/capital goods used

in manufacture of exempted goods was reversed

by assessee prior to utilization and even prior to

issuance of SCN. Hence, Commissioner (A) had

rightly set aside the demand of interest and

penalty. Moreover, since the fact of availment of
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credit was reflected in ER-1 returns, no

suppression of facts can be alleged against

assessee with intent to evade tax. Revenue's

appeal was dismissed. [2017-TIOL-543-

CESTAT-HYD]

v Supply to SEZ developers: Reversal of credit in

respect of inputs used in goods supplied to SEZ

developer is not required under any law, even if

separate accounts are not maintained for dutiable

and non-dutiable goods. It is settled that supplies

to SEZ developers should be treated as exports

u/r. 6(6) of CCR. [2017-TIOL-494-CESTAT-

BANG]

VAT
v Conclusive Evidence: Mis-match in the

information available on the Department Website

with that which is contained in the dealer's returns,

is no basis for reversal of input tax credit, unless

opportunity of hearing was provided to the dealer.

[2017-TIOL-348-HC-MAD-VAT]

v Alternate remedy to Assessee: Assessee can

be permitted to withdraw his appeals, in case he

wants to approach the appropriate authority for

want of alternate remedy. [2017-TIOL-300-HC-

KAR-VAT]

v Restriction to department: The Department

cannot deposit the cheques received by way of

security from the assessee's, when provisional

or final assessment order is not yet passed. [2017-

TIOL-295-HC-AHM-VAT]

INCOME TAX
v Capital gain on shares: Profits earned from sale

& purchase of shares will be assessable as short

term capital gains, where the transactions are not

frequent with a view to earn quick profit and the

losses incurred by assessees were never as

business losses [2017-TIOL-352-HC-AHM-IT]

v Exercise of Order passed by AO: Order passed

by AO cannot be said to be erroneous &

prejudicial to interest of revenue, if he has

scrutinized the details furnished by assessee and

also conducted inquiries while computing the

assessment in the case of assesse. [2017-TIOL-

167-ITAT-RAJKOT]

v Power of departmental Officer: Search &

seizure proceedings carried out by Department

is valid, even if the initiation of proceeding u/s 132

was challenged before the Court of law only after

lapse of two years [2017-TIOL-350-HC-ORISSA-

IT]

v Levy of penalty: When the surrender of income

was not voluntarily made, it is a fit case to levy

the penalty u/s 271(1)(c). [2017-TIOL-118-ITAT-

MUM]

v Materiality of law: In order to be considered as

a substantial question of law, an issue must be

debatable, not previously settled by law of the land

or a binding precedent, and must have a material

bearing on the decision of case. [2017-TIOL-303-

HC-ALL-IT]

v Short deduction of TDS : A demand can be

raised on account of short deduction of TDS, when

mistake of quoting wrong PAN was rectified in

revised TDS return and the same was accepted

by I-T Department. [2017-TIOL-92-ITAT-

INDORE]

SERVICE TAX
v Business Exhibition Service: Business

Exhibition service has been availed by the

assessee for display of goods which is ultimately

business promotion activity. Therefore, the said

activity is having the nexus of manufacturing

business and hence cenvat credit is allowed.

[2017(47) S.T.R. 354]

v Data Collection Service: Collection of data on

consumption of electricity by MSEDCL customers

by taking photos of meter reading for generation

of bills is taxable service under head of Business

Auxiliary Service. [2017-TIOL-545-CESTAT-

MUM]

v Out of pocket expenses cannot be included

for purpose of levy of Service Tax: Assessee

is registered with ST department under the

category of management consultant service.

Revenue views that ST is payable on amount

claimed to be out of pocket expenses incurred by

assessee and reimbursed by service

recipient.Service Tax is liable only on value of

consideration received for providing services and
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out of pocket expenses which are in nature of

conveyance, travel and mobile expenses cannot

be included for purpose of levy of Service Tax.

Assessee had submitted the copy of some of such

bills evidencing out of pocket expenses, matter

remanded. [2017-TIOL-542-CESTAT-DEL]

v Late payment of Service Tax: Assessee had

defaulted by not making payment of ST and also

failed to furnish periodical ST-3 Returns. However,

entire amount of ST along with interest had been

subsequently paid by them, Tribunal did not see

any intention by way of suppression or mis-

statement of facts resulting into non-payment of

ST in time by assessee. Therefore, penalty under

Section 78 is unwarranted. [2017-TIOL-510-

CESTAT-AHM]

v Service tax on reimbursement : Assessee paid

ST on amounts billed as their charges towards

providing service of consulting engineers but did

not include such reimbursed amounts in the value

of services on which tax was paid. It was held

that reimbursed expenses in question are of type

which are not required to be rendered by

consulting engineering services. Reimbursement

of expenses incurred while rendering consulting

Engg. Services are liable to be deducted from

gross value. As such, no demand can be made

on reimbursable expenses. [2017-TIOL-374-

CESTAT-DEL]

v Excess amount paid: Excess amount paid by

assessee by way of service tax can be refunded

subject to provision of Section 11B only. Tribunal

is a creature of the statute and needs to function

within its four walls in terms of the provisions of

section 11B, part of the refund has been filed

beyond the time limit and the same has been

rightly rejected as time barred by the authorities

below. [2017-TIOL-370-CESTAT-DEL]
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v The draft compensation law was approved at the 10thGST Council meet, clearing another roadblock in the

implementation of the GST.

v About1.85 lakh dealers out of the 3.53 lakh registered with the VAT department have enrolled on the GST

portal from December 16 till date.

v City of Lakes - the city of Udaipur has been chosen as the venue for the latest meeting of the high-profile

GST Council to be held on 4th Mar 17.

v CBEC launches GST App to keep taxpayers informed about latest updates.

v Provisional refund for exporter of goods/ services increased from 80 to 90 per cent under Revised Model

GST Law

v CBEC grants Sec 11C benefit on services provided by Common Effluent Treatment Plant for period 2012

to 2015

v CBDT collects Rs.5.76 lakh crore up to Jan 16, 2017; Rs.9.8 lakh crore target fixed for next fiscal

v I-T department to issue 'non-statutory' letters to those who have not responded to its SMS and e-mail

queries seeking explanation for suspicious deposits.

v Distribution companies in India (Discoms) say tax holiday for mega projects expiring in 2017 should be

extended by five years

v Cabinet makes way for mega solar power projects with 40,000 MW capacity

v Solar Energy Corporation of India (SECI) auction of 1000 MW capacity - Bidders lower wind tariff to Rs.3.4

per unit

v Delhi Cabinet approves 36% hike in min wages

v Govt to earn Rs.45000 Crore from disinvestment this fiscal

v Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) to soon allow mutual funds (MFs) to deal in commodity

derivatives

v SEBI has notified norms allowing mutual funds to invest their money in real estate investment trusts (REITs)

and infrastructure investment trusts (InvITs)

v Govt mulling over proposal to cap giveaways by pharma companies to Rs 1000/-To curb the unethical

practice of pharma companies seeking to influence doctors & chemists through expensive 'gifts', the

government is set to impose a ceiling of Rs.1000 on the value of such giveaways

v WHO terms 100% compliance in benchmarking of Indian vaccine regulatory system

v Attorney General's AG Office is not public authority under RTI Act, says Delhi HC

v Govt tables Bill in LS to make possession of banned currency notes punishable

v Bank transaction charges waiver only to promote digital payment

v Reserve Bank will start reimbursing merchant discount rate (MDR) charges to banks for payments made

since January 1 through debit cards by citizens, in line with the government's move to further digital solutions

v Promotion of Digital payments - Prizes worth Rs 150 Crore won by customers and traders so far

v Govt launches single vaccine for dual protection against measles and rubella
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v Govt working on health cards to realize universal healthcare

v Govt reduces 56 labour registers to only 5 for 5.85 crore establishments

v PM takes stock of various sectors through multi-purpose portal PRAGATI

v Ministry of Housing & Urban Poverty Alleviation approved construction of 90000 more affordable houses

for the benefit of urban poor under PradhanMantriAwasYojana (Urban) with an investment of Rs.5,590cr

and central assistance of Rs.1,188 cr.

v Real Estate (Regulation and Development) Act, 2016 i.e. RERA, Benami Properties Act and infrastructure

status to soon revolutionize housing sector

v Better research and aggregation to enhance farmer's income

v National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) to conduct mock drill to gauge earthquake preparedness

in Uttarakhand

v Collision of two ships off KamrajarHarbour - Govt orders inquiry

v DRI nabs pax with US Dollars, Dirham, Saudi Riyals and Australian Dollars' worth Rs.35 lakh

v Fake Indian Currency Notes (FICN) worth about Rs one crore seized on Indo-Bangla border

v Eyeballs set on illegal pan masala factories; DGCEI detects huge tax evasion

v Shillong Customs seizes 30000 bottles of phensedyl syrup heading for Bangladesh

v Rs.3700 Cr Noida Ponzi Scam - ED conducts searches

v 2 Uzbekistani pax coming through Dubai held at IGI Airport with 14 gold cut pieces and cash worth Rs 44

lakhs

v Revenue Secretary calls for jacking up personal income tax-GDP ratio

v P D Khandelwal's name approved for empanelment as CCIT

v Govt appoints former Home Secretary G K Pillai as Chairman of Committee for formulation of Drawback

Rates

v SumanSaxena takes over as full-fledged member of Bankruptcy Board

v Afghani national caught with endangered corals species

v CBI arrests three Central Excise officials in graft case

v ACC promotes 292 CBDT officers as Principal CIT
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Bizsolindia provides consultancy in the following areas through
associate companies and professional firms of the Directors

Bizsolindia Services Private Limited Consultancy & Audit in the area of

• Strategic Management Consultancy

• Direct Taxation including Domestic and International Transfer Pricing

• Indirect Taxation(Customs, Central Excise, Service Tax, VAT/ CST, LBT)

• FEMA

• Foreign Trade Policy (Export Promotional Schemes, EPCG, Advance

Authorization, DFIA, Duty Drawback, Brand Rate Fixation)

• EOU / EHTP / STP /BTP

• SEZ

• Project Consultancy (Industrial Parks, Clusters , Agro Economic Zone, Food

Park, etc)

• New Business Set up in India

• Valuation including Business Valuation

• Internal Audit

• Corporate Law & Procedures

BSPL Outsourcing Pvt. Ltd. Knowledge Process Outsourcing in the area of

• Indirect Taxation

• Accounts

• Inventory management

• Fixed Assets Management

• Implementation of Company Law Matters

Bizsolindia IT Services Private Limited Specialized IT consulting and Solutions / modules along with ERP Integration

and following areas

• Specialized Software for EOUs and SEZs

• Expert in Application programming using Java and ERP Connectivity

• Data Migration

• Offers bucket of Add On Products for EXIM related solutions for the

• Complete industry needs

• ERP Consulting / Implementation

Bizsolindia Forex Services Pvt. Ltd. Forex Services dealing with :

• Treasury Audit

• Information Services

• Advisory Services

• Policy Consulting

• Treasury Outsourcing

• Interest Rates Advisory

• Treasury Operations Training

• Banking Advisory Services

• International Syndication

Bizsol HR Services Private Limited Strategic Consultancy in the area of HR & Soft skills Training

Bhagwati Shipping Private Limited Custom House Agent (11/578), Custom Clearance of Export and Import

consignments

A.B. Nawal & Associates, Cost Accountants Practicing Cost Accountant, Cost Audit, Central Excise, Adjudication matters

up to CESTAT, VAT Audit.

Behede Joshi & Associates, Practicing Chartered Accountants, Statutory Audit & Tax Audit, VAT Audit,

Chartered Accountant Transfer Pricing.

R. Venkitachalam, Company Secretary Practicing Company Secretary.

Nawal & Sonaje Associates, Cost Accountants Practicing Cost accountants, Cost Audit

Bizsol Projects & Infrastructure Solutions LLPInfrastructure Consultancy, Project Management Services in respect of Real

Estate solution for Industrial, Residential, Trade & Commerce & Consultancy

related to Finance & Investments
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